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INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a complete non-archimedean valued field and let E be an elliptic 
curve defined over k such that [@)I > 1. The curve E is a Tate curve if and only 
if E has trivial Hasse invariant, cf. [5]. A Tate curve is analytically parametrized 
by G,!,(k)/q” with q E k such that O< [ql< 1 and where GA(k) is the one- 
dimensional multiplicative affine group. 
In this paper we give an analytic parametrization of E in the case where E 
has a non-trivial Hasse invariant. This parametrization is used to calculate the 
number of torsion points of E. 
Elliptic curves with non-trivial Hasse invariant are also studied by G. Frey, 
but not with a view to analytic parametrization. 
I would like to thank M. van der Put for the ideas which originated this 
paper. I also would like to thank W. Kuijk for the stimulating talks we had and 
for his suggestions concerning the form of this paper. 
$ 1. ELLIPTIC CURVES WITH NON-INTEGRAL j-INVARIANT 
Let k be a complete non-archimedean valued field with residue field k 
(char(E) =p with ~22). The valuation is assumed to be discrete. Let E be an 
elliptic curve defined over k which admits a k-rational point p. We may assume 
that p is the point at infinity of the curve with equation 
Y2=X3+aX2+bX+c. 
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The roots 1i, A2 and A3 of the third degree polynomial can be numbered such 
that 
0<11,-~*1IllLl-1231I1122-~31. 
An equivalent condition for I j(E)1 > 1 is then 
I~1-nzl<ln,-n,l=ln,-n,l. 
If I is a finite extension of k containing rZi, A2 and &, then A3 is fixed by each 
k-automorphism of 1. Hence A, E k. After a translation of X the equation of E 
becomes 
Y2=X3+azX2+a.,Xwith 1121/=l~21. 
One has j(E) = 28 (a:/~ - 3)3/(az/a4 - 4) and 
Ij(E)I>lYla~/a4-4)<la~/u4-313Y1~1-~21C1~11. 
If t = &a,, - 4 then one has 
Ij(E)l>lo(tl<l. 
In the ray of values It I < 1, t is uniquely determined by j(E). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let E’ be an elliptic curve with equation 
r;=x:+u;x:+u;xp 
Assume ) j(E’)I > 1 and let p’ be the point at infinity of E’. Then (E, p) r(E’, p’) 
if and only if j(E) = j(E’) and a2 = ai mod (k *)2. 
PROOF. It is well known that j(E) = j(E’) is necessary for (E, p) z (E, p’). Let T 
be an isomorphism of the function field k(E) onto k(E’) such that the corre- 
sponding isomorphism of E’ onto E maps p’ onto p. Then 7(X) = OX, and 
(T( Y)2/03) =x: + (u2/o)x: + (u4/02)X 
with o E k. Hence u2 = ou;, a4 = u2u; and T( Y)2 = u3 YF. It follows that LI = u2 
with u E k and hence a2 = u2u;. 
Conversely, assume that j(E) =j(E’) and that u2= u2u; with u E k. Since 
&/a4 - 4 is uniquely determined by j(E) one has 
&u4 = ui2/u; and hence a4 = u4ui. 
It follows that (E, p)~ (E’, p’). Cl 
DEFINITION. The class of - 2u, in k */(k *)2 is called the Hasse invariant of E, 
(see PI). 
Let 17 be a uniformizing element for the ring of integers of k and let { be a 
(pS- 1)-th root of unity in k such that E* is generated by f, @“= #R). Then 
each element UE k can be written as a= ~“Pu2 with v,~ =0 or 1 and UE k. 
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There are three possibilities for the Hasse invariant of E: 
i) -2~~~1 mod (k*)2, (i.e. v=p=O) 
ii) -2u2=r mod (k*)2, (i.e. v= 1, ~~00) 
iii) - 2a2 = n mod (k *)2, (i.e. v = 0, p = 1). 
(The case - 2u2= tn mod (k *)’ is covered since @7 is also a uniformizing 
element. It is proved in [5] that E is a Tate curve if and only if - 2a2 = 1 mod 
(k*)2. In that case the curve is analytically parametrized by k*/(q) with q E k 
and 0~ (41 c 1, see [3], [5]. 
In 0 2 and 0 3 we give an analytic parametrization of E for - 2a2 f 1 mod 
(k *)2. 
Q 2.THE AFFINE TORUS TA 
Let A E k * - (k *)’ and let k’= k(7) with 7’ = A. 
Let AA = k[X, Y]/(X2 - 1 Y2 - 1) and let T* be the affine k-variety Max (A,); 
i.e. the set of points of TL is 
{xix is a maximal ideal of A,}. 
REMARK. The objects (algebras, varieties, . ..) that one obtains after 
extending the base field k to k’ will be denoted with a prime, e.g.: 
A;=A,@k’, T;=Max (A;),.... 
k 
It is clear that AA@AA may be identified with the algebra 
k[X,,X,, Y,, Y,]/(X:-LYf- 1,X;-AY;- I), 
where Xi corresponds to X@ 1, Y, to Y@ 1, X2 to 18X and Y2 to 10 Y. 
The following morphisms of k-algebras induce an affine group structure 
on TL: 
60 : An*AA@A, with (p(X)=X,X2+AYiY2, (p(Y)=X,Y2+X2Yi 
i : A,-+A, with i(X) =X, i(Y)= -Y 
v : A,*k with v(X) = 1, v(Y)=O. 
The corresponding morphisms of varieties will be denoted as a, *, i *, v* 
respectively. The neutral element of TL (induced by v), will be denoted by e. 
It is easy to see that the group T,(k) of k-rational points of TA is isomorphic 
to 
Multiplication of PE TA with a point qe T,(k) will be denoted by p*q. 
If T=X+TYEA~ then T-‘=X-rYeA; and 
Aj=k’[X, Y]/(X2-4Y2- l)=k’[T,T-‘1. 
So Ti s GA(k’), the one-dimensional multiplicative affine group defined over 
k’, and Ti(k’)z k’*. 
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DEFINITION. Let qE k with 0~ 141~ 1. For each n E IN we define p,, E TA 
as the maximal ideal generated by X- (q”+ q-“)/2. Furthermore we put 
rq= fPnJ- N). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 1. For all n~n\r: i*(p,)=p,. 
2. For all n 1 m there exist u,,, and v,,, in T,, x TA such that 
a. I~~(u~,,,,)=Z~~(V~,,)=~, and l7&,,)=Z7,(v,,)=p, (l7i is the i-th 
projection from TA x TA onto TA). 
b. ~*(u,,,)=P~+, and v)*(v,,,)=P,-,. 
3. For ail n E N there exist q, and q- ,, in Ti such that 
a. qnfMA=q...,fMA=pn. 
b- qn*qm=qn+m- 
PROOF. 1. Follows directly from the definition of i. 
2. For nzm we put 
The assertions of (2) are easily verified if one puts 
3. Let q, =(X- (q”+q-“)/2, Y- (q” -q-“)/(a@) = (T-q”)cAi. It is then 
easy to verify the assertions of (3). Cl 
COROLLARY 2.2. r, is a “subgroup” of T,; i.e. 
a. i*(r,)=r, 
b. eer, 
c. for all p, q in rq and for all 6 E TA x TA such that 
l7, (6) = p and l7&) = q we have p *(6) E rq. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For p and q in TA we define: p - q * 36 E TA x TA such that 
i. U,(6) = p and n,(S) = q. 
ii. p*(l *@i*(G))Er*. 
For n E M we define 
9?,={6ETAxTA1~*(1*@i*(6))=pn}. 
We put W=UnEN gn. 
It is clear that “-” is an equivalence relation on TA. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 1. &,=A TA. 
2. se,={8ETAxTAJX,Xz(6)-1YlYz(6)-(q”+q-”)/2=0}. 
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PROOF. Let 6 E 9,, . We have 
k-+A, aA,@AA ‘@’ ,AL@An 
d-* 1 *@Ji *(d)+p, 
Since X=(q”+q-“)/2 mod (p,) and since (l@i)o&X)=X,X,-AYiY, we 
have 
(X,X2-AY*Y*)(fJ)=(q”+q-“)/2. 
If 8~ .9q then 
(X,X, - A Yi Y,)(S) = 1 and (X2 Yi -Xi Y,)(6) = 0 
* (X,2x2 - A Yf Y*)(S) = Y, (6) 
=) Yi(6) = Y,(6) and X,(S) =X,(6). 
Hence HEAT,. It is clear that A TAc LQ,. Cl 
5 3.THEELLIPTIC CURVE EA 
The affine variety Tn has a canonical analytic structure, (see [3]). (The 
sheave of holomorphic functions on TA will be denoted by e9.) 
The quotient set EA = Tn/ - can be given an analytic structure such that El 
is analytically isomorphic to an elliptic curve. 
The following sets are affinoid subsets of T,: 
u ={P~T~)IX(P)I~Iq-1’21) 
~o=~P~T~~/X(p)l~lq-“41~ 
U,={p~T~~lq-1’4/sIX(p)Is~q-1’2~}. 
It is easy to prove that 
cr’(=~?k’)={p~T,~IT(p)l~Iq-1’21} 
u~(=U,0k’)=(pET~Ilq1’4111T(p)lrlq-1’41} 
k 
LI;(=U,@k’)=V,UV, with 
k 
~~={p~T~~lq1’21~l~p)l~lq”4~} and 
V~={PET~I~~-~‘~)IIT(~)II~~-“~I}. 
LEMMA 3.1. 1) 9nnqx Uq=dU*. 
2) senrr,xv,=dUIu{6E~~XUII(x~x2-3rY,Y2)(6)=(q+q-1)/2). 
PROOF. Let 6 E 9? and let p =Z7,(6), q =I7,(S). Let p’, q’E Ti such that 
p = p’flA* and q = q’nAA. Since p’- q’ we have p’= q,*q’ with n E N. If 6 E 17, 
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then n=O and hence p=q. If SEU~XU~ and if pfq then n= +l. Hence 
CSEW,. 0 
The affinoid algebra U(Ut x Vi) is isomorphic to U(U,)@ B(U,). Let 
JC U(Q)@ B(U,) be the ideal generated by k 
k 
x,x,-nr,r,-(q+q-‘)/2 
and let 
A = {fe Q(udlf(& Yl) -f& Y,) E J}. 
LEMMA 3.2. The algebra A’ = A@ k’ is isomorphic to 
{V;dE W,)x @(v,)lf&-)=&%n~. 
PROOF. a) Since I’, n V, = @ we may identify U(LI[) with U(V,) x U(Vz). An 
element h E U(Q) corresponds with (hi v,, hi v2). Let V, = V, n q- I *Vi = 
={pET;IIT(p)l=Iq-“21} and let Y be defined by 
Y: au;)@ U(U++ Up-,) 
k 
g,og2 -%lv,(T)~sdv,W’J. 
Since Y( Tl - qT2) = 0 one has J’C Ker !P. 
If hcA’then h/,*(T)-hlv,(qT)= !P(h(T2)-h(T,))=O. 
b) Let h E U( Vi) and let f = hl “I and g = hi”,. Assume f(qT) = g( T). One 
has: VU’,) - W ))I 2 v,xv,=f(Tl)-g(T2)=f(Tl)-f(qT2). If f= CneZ aJ”, 
then: 
f(Tl) -f(qTz) = (Tl - qT2) C,, a,( Ci:i TfT;fek- lq”-k-l). 
Hence h(T,) - h(T*) is divisible by T, - qT2 on Vi x V2. Since Tl - qT2 has no 
zero’s in V, x Vi, V2 x Vi and V2 x V,, it is a unit in each of the corresponding 
affinoid algebras. It follows that h(T,) - h(T2) is divisible by Tl - qT2 in 
au; x Vi). 
In an analogous way one proves that h(T,) - h(f,) is divisible by qT, - T2. 
It follows that h(T,) - h(T2) E J’ and hence h E A’. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A’ is an affinoid k-algebra. 
PROOF. It is clear that 
V2Uq-I*V,={q~T~~lq-1’4~sIT(q)ls~q-3’4~) 
is an affinoid subset of T;. It follows from 3.2. that A’ is the homomorphic 
image of U(V2Uqel *Vi) under the following morphism 8: 
8: U(V2Uq-,*V,)+U(V1)x U(V,) 
f ~Cfis-,.v,(q-‘T),f,v,). 
Hence A’ is affinoid. q 
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COROLLARY 3.4. A is an affinoid k-algebra. 
PROOF. Each k-automorphism of k’ induces an automorphism of A ‘. It is 
clear that 
A = {f~A’If~=f for each a~Cial (k//k)}. 
Hence A is an affinoid k/-algebra. Since [k’: k] <oo, A is an affinoid 
k-algebra. q 
We are going to identify the affinoid space Max (A) with Vi/-. Using the 
following analytic functions on Vi, (cf. [4]): 
x-(T)=(T+T-‘-2)-l+ CneN (nqn/(l-q”)).(T”+T-“-2) 
y(T) = T-2/(1 - 7)3 + 
+ LEN [q2”TZ/(1 -q”T)3-q”T-l/(1 -q”Ty-q”/(l -q”)2]. 
LEMMA 3.5. 1. x(T)=x(qT) and y(T)=y(qT). 
2. y(T)+y(T-‘)=x(T). 
3. XE @(u,), 70)-x/2) E @(&). 
PROOF. (1) and (2): see [4], [5]. 
3) For each n E ft4 we have: 
T”+T-“= i Ak” n 
k=O 0 
k X”-kYkE U(Q). 
k even 
Hence XE B(Ui). 
It follows from (2) that y(T)-x(T)/2=y(T-I)-x(T-‘)/2. An easy calcu- 
lation shows that 70, -x/2) can be written as a power series in X and Y with 
coefficients in k. Hence 
r(J’-x/2) E o(u,). q 
COROLLARY 3.6. x E A and 70, - x/2) E A. 
PROOF. Consequence of 3.5.1 and 3.2. Cl 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Max (A) is the quotient VI/-, taken in the category of 
affinoid spaces. 
PROOF. a) We have the canonical maps 
Q:A+B(U~) and Q*: U,+Max (A). 
We prove that e*(p) = Q *(q) if and only if p - q. Let p, q E Ur and let p’, q’E Vi 
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such that p=p’flA* and q=q’nAA. If e*(p)=@*(q) then p’fvl’=q’Wl’ and 
hence 
t 
x(p')=x(d) 
AP') =YW 
So p’= q,*q with n E Z, (see [4]). Consequently p’- q’ and p - q. 
Conversely, assume that p-q. If p f q there exists a 6 E Wi such that 
fl, (8) = p and 172(S) = q. 
It follows that cf(X, Y,) -f(X,, Y,))(6) = 0 for all f EA. Hence p fVl = q Wl. 
b) Let y : B-r B(Ur) be a morphism of affinoid algebras such that y*(p) = 
= y*(q) whenever p-q. Let f E B. If 8~ U, x Vi n 9, then y *(Z7,(6)) = 
= y *(17,(J)) and (yCf)(X,, Yi) - yCf)(X,, Y,))(S) = 0. Hence v%f) E A. So there 
exists a morphism 
x *: Max (A)-+Max (B) 
such that x*oe*=y*. Cl 
Let EA be the quotient set 
EA=U/- =U,,UU,/-. 
The affinoid space Usfl Vi may be regarded as an affinoid subset of both U0 
and U,/-. Therefore one can put an analytic structure on En by glueing U, 
and U,/- (=Max (A)) over &nU,. 
If one does the same construction over the extended ground field k’ one gets 
the Tate curve Ej = Gk(k’)/q”. 
Let -ki (resp. Ai) be the field of meromorphic functions on El (resp. Ei). 
It is well known that Ai = k’(x,y) is an algebraic function field of genus 1 
over k’. 
It follows that JA = k(x, rO) -x/2)) is also an algebraic function field of 
genus 1 over k. 
In a very similar way as in the case of a Mumford curve one can prove that 
EA is analytically isomorphic to the elliptic curve associated with AA, (see [3]). 
In order to prove that EA is of the type (ii) or (iii) described in Q 1 one needs 
the equation of EA. 
The field Ai is generated by x and y. These functions are related by 
y2=X2--h2x-hhj with 
hz=5 j, d’41--$1 
h3 = .t, ((5n3 + 7nS)/12)(q”/(1 -q”)), 
(see [41, t51). 
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Let u=(x-x(- l))fil and let u=rQ-x/2)/i*. Then 
u*=~3+(3X(-1)+1/4)(1/~)~*+(3X*(-1)-X(-1)/2-~*)(1/~*)~. 
This equation is of the type described in 0 1. One finds 
-2a*=(l/IZ)(-6x(- l)- l/2) 
=(!/A)(1 - .y, 12nq”/(l-4”)). 
n odd 
Since 
1 j, (12nq”N --a”))( < 1 
nodd 
the last factor of this product is a square in k. Hence - 2a2= L mod (k*)*. 
Since A 4 (k *)* one has A E < mod (k *)* or L ~17 mod (k*)*, (or I = @7 mod 
(k *)*I. 
5 4. POINTS OF FINITE ORDER ON EA 
In this paragraph we assume that char(k) = 0. 
Let <e k be a (p”-- 1)-th root of unity such that k* is generated by c 
(#Z=p”). Let 17 be a uniformizing element for the ring of integers of k. We 
take A, r and k’ as in 4 2 and 0 3. Each curve El is isomorphic to either Es, or 
En (or Egn). For each of these curves we calculate the number of torsion 
elements in the group EA(k) of k-rational points of EA. The group EA(k) is 
isomorphic to T,(k)/(I’,n TA(k)). Since r,fI T,(k) = {e] one has 
We calculate the order of the group Ed,,,, first. 
If 
E T[(k) then la151 and (61s 1. 
So one can define a morphism a from Et(k) onto T,(k) by 
a((;b :)=& i)’ 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Ker (a) I7 Es(k),,,, = 1. 
PROOF. Assume that A ~Ker (a) has order n with n< 00 and assume that 
Afl. Let 
A= 
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Then a+ rb is a n-th root of unity in k’. Since A E Ker a one has a + sb E 
E 1 + k’O” where k’O” . 1s the maximal ideal of the valuation ring of k’. It follows 
that n =p”’ with m E IN. 
If b = 0 then a = + 1 because a2 - 1b2 = 1, and p = 2 follows. It follows that 
k’= k(a + rb) and hence k’= k. This contradicts the fact that [k(r): k] = 2. Cl 
COROLLARY 4.2. EC(k)torsz T<(k). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Ec(k)t,,, is a cyclic group of order ps + 1. 
PROOF. The morphism y from T#) into k’*, defined by 
is injective. So T&k) is isomorphic to a subgroup of k’* and hence cyclic. On 
the other hand, # T#) = # Y+ 1 with V= {L C (@‘IL is a line through the 
points (1,0) and (~,a) with (u,o)#(l,O) and u2-tb2= 1). 
Hence # Te(k) =ps + 1. Cl 
The order of E&k),,,, is calculated in a similar way. In a fixed algebraic 
closure of k containing k’ we chose a system (v,),,~ of pm-th roots of unity 
such that v, = (v, + # for each m and such that v. = 1. We put t,,, = v, + vi i. 
If 
E 7”(k) then lb1 I 1. 
Since 1Z7b21 < 1, 1 + Z7b2 is a square in k. Consequently, a = + l&%$ with 
Let a be the morphism from T,(k) onto the group { f 1) Ct* defined by 
Then 
Ker (a) = 
jhTz9 
nb 
LEMMA 4.4. If A E Ker (a) n En(k)t,,, and if A # 1, then A has order pm with 
m > 0. Furthermore k’= k(v,) and 
k’n Qp<vm> = Qpctm>. 
PROOF. If 
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has order n < 00 then a + rb is a n-th root of unity in k’. If A E Ker a then 
a+rbE 1 +k’OO. Consequently n =p* with m E N. If b = 0 then a = - 1 and p 
would be 2. It follows that a + rb E k’- k and k’= k(a + rb) = k(v,). Let cr be 
the non-trivial k-automorphism of k’. Since v has order 2 one has a(~,) = v; ’ 
and tm=vm+v; ’ E k. It follows that Q,(t,)C k. Since [Q,(v,) : Qp(tm)] = 2 and 
since kn Qp(Vm) s Qp<vm> we have C&,(t,)=knQ,,(v,). 0 
LEMMA 4.5. Ker (a)flEEn(k)tors is a cyclic group of order pm with m E IN. 
PROOF. It follows from 4.4 that Ker ((r)nE,(k),,,, is isomorphic to a finite 
subgroup of the group 
H= {XE CPlx is a p”-th root of unity, n E IN}. 
Such a group is cyclic and is generated by some v,. 0 
The group generated by v, will be denoted by H,. 
LEMMA 4.6. If knQ,(v,) =a&,(~~) then k(v,) = k’ or k(v,)= k(r’) with 
T” = @7. If k(v,) = k’ then there exists an element with order pm in Ker (a). 
PROOF. One has v, = (t, + iv)/2 and ti - 4 can be written as t,f, - 4 = 
=u~~~ZT’ with uEk, e=O or 1 and I=0 or 1. 
If I= 0 then E = 1 because v, $ k. In this case k(v,) = k(q). But [k(v,) : E] = 1 
and [k(@):l] =2. Hence I= 1. 
If E = 0 then k(v,) = k’. Let 
A= 
( 
t* /2 u/2 
l&/2 > tm/2 * 
Then A E En(k) and A has order pm. 
If E = 1 then k(v,) = k(m). In this case we have 
u/2 
t,/2 
EE&k) and A’ has order pm. Cl 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let m be the largest positive integer such that kfl Q,(v,) = 
= Q,(t,). Then 
E,(k),,,, = 1 f 1 I if k’+ k(v,) 
En(k),,,, = {il}xH, ifk’=k(v,). 
PROOF. Direct consequence of 4.4., 4.5. and 4.6. El 
NOTE. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with Weierstrass equation 
Y2=4X3-gzx-g3. 
One could ask for which primes p the curve E@Q, is of the type described 
in 0 1, (p+2). 
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Assume that pk and p’ divide exactly g2 and g3, i.e. g2 =pku2 and g3 =p’u3 
such that u2 and p and u3 and p are relative prime. One has 
j(E) = (12~~)~/(u; - 27~~‘-~~~:). 
A necessary condition for j(E) to be non-integral in 6JP is that k = 2~ and I = 3u 
with u E N. Let u = 2m + E with E = 0 or 1. The equation of E can be written as 
Y2=4X3-p%2X-p3EU3. 
In case E= 1 the Hasse invariant becomes 
g2/g3 ~p(u2/~3) f 1 mod (QF)2. 
Since uZ/U~ is a unit in ZP the curve E is of type (iii). 
If e=O one has g2/g3=p,.....pn mod (Q*)2 where pl,...,p,, are primes 
different from p. Let CE& be a primitive @- 1)-th root of unity such that 
<e> = ff; (=Q,*). 
If pi = emi then g2/g3 = c” mod (Qz)2 with 
n = # {ilmi is odd}. 
If n is odd then E is of type (ii) and E is a Tate curve if n is even. 
Let q be a prime and let E be defined by the Weierstrass equation 
Y2 =4x3 + 27(q - 1)3X+ 27(q - 1)5 (q # 2) 
Then j(E) = 123/q. The only prime p for which j(E) is not integral in QP is q. 
Since g2/g3= 1 mod (Q,*)‘, E@I& is a Tate curve. 
Hence EQQ, is never of type (ii) or (iii). 
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